Jordan Lord:
Prophetic Memory

List of Works

1. Live Recording
Ongoing press releases; in-progress works list captions; edited website algorithm; annotations to image, video, and text archives

"[...] I found myself deeply suspicious of my own reassuring statements to my anxious friends that I was feeling more alive again. Surely I had been no less alive when I was more sick, except under the accountings of an intuitive and immediately problematic notion of 'liveliness' [...]." -Mel Chen, Animacies

"By plotting the ways in which neither cinema nor theatre are live, I want to consider exactly the opposite proposition: that in thinking cinema and theatre together, they might be the means by which liveness could be further described both as and not only as the product of an extraordinary kind of negation [...]." -Ian White, “Performer, Audience, Mirror: Cinema, Theatre, and the Idea of the Live"

Artists Space—like other institutions whose central mission involves the presentation of art—communicates through several more-or-less visible apparatuses the life of an artwork from announcement to exhibition to archive.

Though this is perhaps obvious, one of the central means by which Artists Space seeks to fulfill its mission is by delimiting an exhibition, event, or artwork’s future, present, and past (almost always in that order). First, signalling what is to come by sending out press releases to targeted members of the press, newsletters to subscribing publics, and website announcements that share similar information with more diffuse audiences; then, often changing where these texts are located to denote that the work or exhibition is currently happening, by surfacing it on components of the website such as its homepage or calendar to announce that it is available to be experienced, and if happening physically at the gallery, opening the institution’s doors and circulating these texts in hard copy; and, finally, once the show has “closed” or the event has ended moving it to a section of the website called “past,” often alongside documentation materials but generally not changing the tense of the writing in which the press release or announcement is shared.

An artwork is perhaps an exemplary object insofar as its life and its liveness are in many senses shared but, nevertheless, not the same. Of course, the conditions for experiencing an artwork physically come with variegated stakes, terms, barriers, and conditions for different audiences, often referred to as its (in)accessibility.

But if liveness—and the access that liveness promises—is fundamentally about sharing some form of presence, these variegations also unfold into a question of when: is it possible for audiences to experience the work, are various components of the work available to be experienced, at what stage of a process is it encountered; and does the life of a work begin, continue, and end.

Which is also to say by what means is a life recorded?

Or, to put it differently, how does a life become past?

Or shared as currently live?

Throughout the course of this exhibition, which is already unfolding, its press release and list of works will be continually updated as its various components, all of which are in-progress, change and become more or less accessible to more people.

The image, text, and video archives of Artists Space’s website will be adapted for the purposes of this exhibition so that each page’s display of archival material, which is currently set to be randomized, is sortable. As various materials are selected to be presented in a particular order, these materials will also be annotated with new information.
2. *Expressions*, in collaboration with Annette Carter
Exhibition design, video, images, descriptions, projections
Reading lists, books, PDFs
4. Prophetic Memory

Video
5. *Supporters*
Donations, exhibition materials including time and labor